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Memorandum
DATE:

March 5, 2019

TO:

Interested Stakeholders - U-20464

FROM:

Patricia Poli, Director Energy Operations Division

SUBJECT: Statewide Energy Assessment (SEA) – Organization, Process and
Team Leader Introductions and Final Outline
As you know, after the cold weather event of late January and the fire at the Ray
compressor station, the governor asked the Commission to conduct a statewide
assessment of the energy supply and deliverability systems for electricity, natural
gas and propane, as well as contingency planning for these systems.
The draft assessment is due July 1. Although the timeline is aggressive,
Commission Staff devised a schedule and internal organizational structure to
gather information for the SEA and allow the Commission to complete the project
on time. This email is intended to provide details on this schedule and
organizational structure. The final outline is also included.
How will the Commission Organize to Complete the SEA:
The Energy Operations Division was assigned responsibility for coordinating the
project. We’ve organized teams around the major areas requested in the
assessment covering Electricity, Natural Gas, Propane, Cyber Security and
Emergency Preparedness. Each of these five teams has a team leader. The staff
leads will be the stakeholder point of contact for each area:
Electricity – Tayler Becker; beckerT4@michigan.gov
Natural Gas – Kevin Spence; spenceK@michigan.gov
Propane – Ethyan Kramer; kramerE4@michigan.gov
Cyber Security for Electric and Gas – Brian Sheldon; sheldonB@michigan.gov
Emergency Operations and Preparedness – Alex Morese; moreseA@michigan.gov
Responsibilities of the Staff Lead:
Each Staff lead is responsible for creating a draft workplan which describes who
their team members are, the responsibilities of the team, and the timeline for
completion of their data gathering. As part of this workplan, some team leaders
will draft a series of questions or schedule meetings designed to gather information
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related to current planning processes, operational practices and emergency
response procedures. For electric and natural gas sectors, questions will be
distributed the week of March 4 and will be posted in the docket and distributed to
the listservs. Responses to questions are mandatory for rate regulated entities and
encouraged but not mandatory for non-rate regulated entities. Responses made by
non-rate regulated entities (i.e. municipals, electric cooperatives, interstate
pipelines, propane dealers) could be compiled by their member associations (i.e.
MMEA, MECA, MPGA, etc.) or members may respond directly.
Information gathered will be utilized to identify system risks, vulnerabilities and
gaps in planning and provide potential recommendation for addressing these
vulnerabilities. Because the timeline to complete the SEA is aggressive, responses
to questions are requested with a maximum two-week turnaround if possible.
Timeline for Assessment Draft:
March 5:
Final report outline posted
March:
Begin research, prepare stakeholder inquiries & schedule
meetings with stakeholders
April:
Workgroups meet with stakeholders
May 10-30: Workgroup chairs write their sections
June 1:
Draft report compiled and turned over for final editing
July 1:
Draft report due with subsequent TBD public comment period.
Sept 13:
Final report due
More Information:
We have a dedicated webpage: www.michigan.gov/energyassessment and will
update this page and the U-20464 docket with the final outline, draft workgroup
plans and if applicable, workgroup questions. (Initially, only the Electric and
Natural Gas workgroups will develop questions.) Note that the workplans and final
report outline should be considered guidance documents and may be revised as the
data gathering and report writing phase evolves.
Streamlining Communications:
In order to streamline communication and prevent duplicate scheduling, it is
critical that all emails be directed to the specific team lead with a copy to the case
coordinator: Lynn Beck (BeckL12@michigan.gov).
Questions: Lynn Beck (beckL12@michigan.gov)
Thank you for your participation!
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I.

Executive Summary

II.

Introduction
A. Governor’s request: Review the supply, engineering, deliverability, and consumption
of Michigan’s natural gas, electricity and propane.
B. Overarching goal: Ensure public health and safety by mitigating risks of energy
supply or delivery disruptions due to equipment failure, extreme weather, security
threats, and other factors, and limit impacts and plan for recovery of an energy
emergency should one occur.
C. Impetus
1. Extreme weather event – polar vortex
2. Unplanned equipment failure
3. Need to evaluate system vulnerabilities and energy emergency preparedness
4. Ongoing threat of cyber or physical security breaches
D. Scope of Assessment (per Governor Whitmer’s letter)
1. The Commission’s current infrastructure planning criteria and methodologies
concerning distribution, transmission, and generation (including contingency
plans);
2. Existing planning processes for electric and natural gas utilities and best
practices for integration;
3. Linkages and gaps between real-time operational reliability and infrastructure
planning for long-term reliability;
4. Demand response and mutual assurance protocols by natural gas utilities and
opportunities for enhancement;
5. Contingency risks, interdependencies, and vulnerabilities of supply and/or
delivery disruptions from physical and/or cyber security threats as well as a
projected cost estimate of potential enhancements;
6. Adequacy of Commission rules addressing customer safety, reliability and
resiliency, and utility notifications;
7. Evaluation of the existing gas efficiency program; and
8. Identification of areas or types of systems most at risk.
E. Evaluation/Recommendation
1. By July 1, 2019, complete initial report evaluating if the electic/natural
gas/propane systems are adequate to account for changing system conditions
and extreme weather events and identifying recommendations to mitigate risk
and ensure safety and reliable energy, including public communications.
2. Upon the final report, the Commission should direct the utilities to take
appropriate action to address any shortfalls highlighted in the report, including
but not limited to, recommendations concerning changes to energy planning
criteria and approaches, regulatory review, and proposed oversight
improvements.
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III.

Michigan’s Energy System: Facing today’s and tomorrow’s challenges
A. Overview of Michigan’s Energy System.
B. Michigan’s unique strengths - gas storage; access to electricity and gas markets; gas
transmission capacity; Ludington pumped storage station; diversity in power supplies;
propane storage capacity and proximity to Sarnia; Ontario fractionator/refinery;
electric demand response capabilities.
C. Changing landscape of risks
1. Inclement weather, storm intensity and frequency
2. Fuel procurement and gas supply availability
a. Generation diversity and interdependencies
b. Fuel supply sourcing and supply chain
3. Physical and cyber security
4. Clean energy requirements, goals, and commitments
a. Legislative targets
i. Renewable Energy (RE): PA 342
ii. Electric and Gas Energy Waste Reduction (EWR): PA 342
iii. Demand Response (DR): DR Framework
b. Utility targets and carbon emission reduction commitments
c. Impact on infrastructure needs
d. Effects on resilience and reliability
5. Adequacy of MPSC rules and best practices related to customer safety,
reliability, and resilience; customer notifications

IV.

Electric
A. System Overview and Operational Practices
1. Generation/Transmission (bulk power system)
a. Resource Adequacy
b. North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) Standards
c. Regional transmission organization (RTO) day-ahead/real-time –
security constrained economic dispatch; emergency declaration levels
and actions (including role of demand response)
d. Activities related to electric and natural gas coordination, particularly
enhanced coordination between the RTO and natural gas industry
2. Distribution
a. MPSC Rules – Technical, Service Quality, and Customer Protection
Standards, etc.
b. Distribution outage preparedness and response activities
c. Equipment failures and response
d. Technologies and distribution management practices that could affect
system operations, reliability and resiliency
B. Regulatory Oversight of Energy Planning and Infrastructure
1. Generation
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a. Renewable mandate, Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) and Certificate of
Necessity (CON)
b. Capacity requirements and demonstrations – MPSC and RTOs
c. Infrastructure and operations and maintenance (O&M) expense
prudence reviews through rate proceedings
d. Review of fuel supplies and purchased power arrangements to meet
customer demand in Power Supply Cost Recovery proceedings
2. Transmission
a. Reliability and economic planning by transmission owners and at RTO
level; planning criteria and RTO review role
b. Transmission siting/certificate of public convenience and necessity
(CPCN) determinations
3. Distribution
a. 5-year infrastructure and maintenance plans
b. Infrastructure and O&M expense prudence reviews through rate
proceedings
C. Vulnerabilities
1. Aging distribution infrastructure
2. Transmission Interconnections
3. Generation shift in supply and operational considerations across multiple
timeframes and seasons
4. Potential loss of major generating station
5. Interdependencies with natural gas home heating
D. Risk Assessment
1. Infrastructure
a. Asset conditions and performance
b. Interconnection limitations or constraints
c. Visibility and controls (e.g., Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
(SCADA))
2. Investment trends and projections
a. Capital investments
i.
Historical investments by type
ii. Projected investments by type
b. Operations and Maintenance
c. Clean energy requirements and drivers; emerging energy technologies
d. Potential impacts of investments and timing of recovery on reliability,
operations, and energy supply and delivery risks
3. Adequacy of MPSC rules and best practices related to customer safety,
reliability, and resilience; customer notifications
E. Contingency Planning Methodologies and Assumptions
1. Resource adequacy – Loss of load expectation
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2. Electric transmission – NERC/RTO standards and transmission owner
planning criteria
3. Electric distribution – Risk-based planning models
4. Load forecasting methodologies and risks
a. Evaluation of energy efficiency programs on consumption and peak
demand
b. Changing customer behavior and technology adoption (e.g., electric
vehicles) and forecasting risks
5. Available mutual aid from regional/national utility resources
V.

Natural Gas
A. System Overview and Operational Practices
1. Gas technical and safety standards
a. Performance-based and prescriptive standards
b. Onsite facility and operational inspections
c. Accident investigation and compliance actions
d. Interstate inspections
2. Storage facility operations
B. Regulatory Oversight of Energy Planning and Infrastructure
1. Natural gas system planning
a. Storage
b. Compression
c. Transmission
d. Distribution
2. Infrastructure and O&M expense prudence reviews through rate proceedings
3. Review of supply arrangements to meet customer demand and redundancy in
Gas Cost Recovery proceedings
C. Vulnerabilities
1. System limitations
2. Infrastructure failures
3. Interconnections
4. System redundancy
5. Single source supplies
D. Risk Assessment
1. Infrastructure
a. Asset conditions and performance
b. Interconnection limitations or constraints
c. Visibility and controls (e.g., SCADA)
2. Investment trends and projections
a. Capital investments
b. Historical investments by type
c. Projected investments by type
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d. Operations and Maintenance
e. Clean energy requirements and drivers; emerging energy technologies
f. Potential impacts of investments and timing of recovery on reliability,
operations, and energy supply and delivery risks
3. Adequacy of MPSC rules and best practices related to customer safety,
reliability, and resilience; customer notifications
E. Contingency Planning Methodologies and Assumptions
1. Transmission
a. Distribution interconnections
b. Intrastate interconnections
c. Interstate interconnections
d. Peak design day
e. Contingency considerations
f. Effectiveness of modeling
2. Distribution
a. Planning and modeling
b. Contingency considerations
c. Effectiveness of modeling
3. Load forecasting methodologies and risks
a. Evaluation of energy efficiency programs on consumption and peak
demand
b. Changing customer behavior and technology adoption (e.g., electric
vehicles) and forecasting risks
VI.

Propane
A. System Overview and Operational Structure
1. Production
2. Transportation
a. Rail
b. Truck
c. Pipeline
3. Storage
B. Limited Regulatory Oversight of Propane Market
1. Propane pipeline siting authority
2. Safety oversight of hazardous liquid pipelines
3. Transportation regulations
a. Rail
b. Truck
4. Price – Attorney General and Price Monitoring
5. Storage operations
a. Underground cavern
b. Aboveground bulk tanks
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C.

D.

E.

F.

VII.

c. Customer
Unique Strengths
1. In-State storage capacity
2. Infrastructure
3. Market access diversity
4. Market size
Vulnerabilities
1. Driver shortages
2. Infrastructure availability
3. Export markets
4. Un-Regulated marketplace
Risk Assessment
1. Infrastructure
2. Investment trends and projections
a. Propane industry mergers and acquisitions
Contingency Planning Methodologies and Assumptions
1. National and regional coordination of supply monitoring and waiver requests
2. Public education and awareness
3. Access to Appalachian basin resources

Cyber and Physical Security
A. Background
1. History
2. Current threat landscape
B. Sector Response
1. Standards
2. Partnerships
3. Investments
4. Mutual aid
C. Principal Sector Risks
1. Field equipment security
a. Cyber
b. Physical
2. Human capital
3. Third party risk
4. Disparate policies and procedures
5. Insider risk
D. Risk Register
1. Register primer, methodology
2. Summary (recommendations)

VIII. Energy Emergency Management
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A. Nature of Energy Emergencies
B. Statutory Authorities Addressing Energy Emergencies Including Waivers
1. PA 191
2. PA 390
3. Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) and US
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regulations
4. Michigan Air Quality regulations
C. Roles and Responsibilities
1. Overview
2. MPSC
a. Emergency communications plans
b. Emergency management training and exercises
3. State
a. State Police
b. Other departments
c. Governor
4. Federal
D. Energy Emergency Procedures
1. General Info
a. Energy Emergency Phases
b. Notification Procedures including Vulnerable Customers/Populations
2. Utility mitigative measures
a. Electric emergency and curtailment procedures
i. Capacity shortages
ii. Demand Response
iii. Natural gas (fuel) emergency curtailment
iv.
RTO alerts and procedures
b. Natural gas emergency and curtailment procedures
i. Transmission
ii. Distribution
3. Petroleum Shortage Response Plan
a. Overview
b. Supply management measures
c. Demand restraint measures
d. Emergency waivers
E. Ongoing Projects
1. Coordination with local emergency managers
2. Critical infrastructure assessment
3. Petroleum backup readiness
a. Terminals
b. Fueling stations
4. Lifeline sector restoration prioritization
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IX.

Gaps in Existing Planning, Operational, and Emergency Response Processes
A. Gaps in existing planning, operational and emergency response processes that may
create safety, reliability, and resiliency challenges. Examples:
1. Seasonal capacity construct at regional level
2. Better integration of gas and electric planning functions recognizing
interdependencies
3. Work with Midcontinent Independent System Operation (MISO) and Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) to better align RTO retirement study
process and generation interconnection queue process to be more nimble
4. Long-term gas storage, transmission, and distribution infrastructure and
maintenance plans requirement for distribution plans
5. Role of emerging technologies to improve reliability and resiliency, e.g.,
energy storage, microgrids
6. Redundancy in upstream natural gas capacity
B. Areas for improvement, opportunities for enhancement, and rough cost estimates

X.

Conclusions and Recommendations
A. System adequacy to account for changing conditions and extreme weather events
B. Recommendations to mitigate risk and ensure safe, reliable energy
C. Directive(s) to utilities for appropriate actions to address shortfalls

XI.

Appendices/References
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PROOF OF SERVICE
STATE OF MICHIGAN )
Case No. U-20464

County of Ingham

)

Michelle L. Conarton being duly sworn, deposes and says that on March 5, 2019 A.D. she
served a copy of the attached Statewide Energy Assessment (SEA) – Organization,

Process and Team Leader I ntroductions via e-mail transmission, to the persons as
shown on the attached service list.

_______________________________________
Michelle L Conarton
Subscribed and sworn to before me
This 5th day of March, 2019

_________________________________
Lisa Felice
Notary Public, Eaton County
My Commission Expires April 15, 2020

U-20464 Special Distribution
Regulated Electric Utilities/ Electric Cooperatives
gdg@alpenapower.com; patti.poppe@cmsenergy.com; 'kurmass@dteenergy.com';
'mgobrien@aep.com'; 'mark.stoering@xcelenergy.com'; jlarsen@uppco.com;
kevin.fletcher@wecenergygroup.com; Robert.garvin@wisconsinenergy.com;
'tharrell@algerdelta.com'; 'tanderson@cecelec.com'; awallin@cloverland.com;
bob.hance@teammidwest.com'; 'Debbie@ontorea.com'; dbraun@tecmi.coop';
'mkappler@homeworks.org'; 'ebaker@wpsci.com'; 'jweeks@mpower.org';
'tanya@gomega.org; 'cborr@meca.coop'; patti.williams@bayfieldelectric.com;
sara.anderson@bayfieldelectric.com; Deborah.e.erwin@xcelenergy.com;
swhite@detroitrenewable.com; Christine.kane@we-energies.com; tsobeck@pieg.com;
bscott@glenergy.com; ghaehnel@uppco.com; tsobeck@pieg.com
Regulated Gas Utilities/ Gas Cooperatives
jtierney@freeway.net; kurmass@dteenergy.com; billingtonc@dteenergy.com;
patti.poppe@cmsenergy.com; MPBaker@michigangasutilities.com;
dgkult@minnesotaenergyresources.com; mark.stoering@xcelenergy.com;
tsobeck@pieg.com; steve.mclean@semcoenergy.com;
jim.vansickle@semcoenergy.com; hare@secnaturalgas.com;
robert.garvin@wisconsinenergy.com; kurmass@dteenergy.com; Christine.kane@weenergies.com; ejschneidewind@varnumlaw.com; bhubbard@dickinsonwright.com;
shaltz@mielderlaw.com; tsobeck@pieg.com; dennis.derricks@wecenergygroup.com
Alternative Electric Suppliers
mdutton@aepenergy.com; greg.bass@calpinesolutions.com;
timothy.aufdencamp@cmsenergy.com; john.orr@constellation.com;
john.orr@constellation.com; shaundillon@dillonenergy.com;
Teresa.ringenbach@directenergy.com; Teresa.ringenbach@directenergy.com;
jason.cox@edfenergyservices.com; regulatory@eligoenergy.com;
rfawaz@energyintl.com; compliance@criusenergy.com; jmellody@firstenergycorp.com;
bethany.allen@igs.com; jkeegan@justenergy.com; compliance@libertypowercorp.com;
compliance@libertypowercorp.com; lmlann@midamericanenergyservices.com;
ksinger@nordicenergy-us.com; spersaud@plymouthenergy.com;
kmolitor@spartanrenewable.com; chris.hendrix@texasretailenergy.com;
Zach.Halkola@pmpowergroup.com; kmolitor@spartanrenewable.com

Alternative Gas Suppliers
pzacharie@ambitenergy.com; john.calhoun@ardentnaturalgas.com;
rbishop@bishopenergy.com; corrie.morales@centerpointenergy.com;
darcy.fabrizius@constellation.com; shaundillon@dillonenergy.com;
Teresa.ringenbach@directenergy.com; regulatory@eligoenergy.com;
bclay@criusenergy.com; bethany.allen@igs.com; jkeegan@justenergy.com;
compliance@criusenergy.com; info@michigannaturalgasllc.com;
lmlann@midamericanenergyservices.com; rarchiba@fosteroil.com;
kbeattie@ntherm.com; ksinger@nordicenergy-us.com;
spersaud@plymouthenergy.com; compliance@provisionpg.com;
BusinessOffice@realgy.com; jleiner@ses4energy.com;
trish.mcfadin@southstarenergy.com; kwhite@sparkenergy.com;
rbassett@starionenergy.com; KThomson@uetllc.com; bclay@criusenergy.com;
landerson@volunteerenergy.com; xoom_regulatory@xoomenergy.com
Municipalities
vobmgr@up.net; pnewton@baycitymi.org; chxelect@cityofcharlevoix.net;
jhanifan@city-chelsea.org; cornishk@villageofclinton.org;
pbeckhusen@muni.cbpu.com; jpeck@croswell-mich.com; crystalfallsmgr@hotmail.com;
villdagg@gmail.com; jbradford@dowagiac.org; kreinecke@ci.eaton-rapids.mi.us;
mfurmanski@escanaba.org; mpolega@gladstonemi.com; dwalters@ghblp.org;
trichards@cityofharborsprings.com; srickard@ci.hart.mi.us; mbarber@hillsdalebpu.com;
dkoster@hollandbpw.com; manager@lansemi.org; rrp@lbwl.com; sdonkersloot@lowelllight.org; tcarpenter@mblp.org; ttarkiewicz@cityofmarshall.com; vilnby@sbcglobal.net;
jdunlap@nilesmi.org; citymanager@norwaymi.gov; neilsen@pawpaw.net;
jdavis@ci.petoskey.mi.us; mikehyland@portland-michigan.org;
mmccoy@sebewaing.net; lhalberstadt@south-haven.com; kgiles@stlouismi.com;
kmarklein@stephenson-mi.com; jgriffith@sturgismi.gov; tarends@tclp.org;
cmattis@visitunioncity.com; cmsecretary@cityofnegaunee.com; chudson@wyan.org;
bcook@bpw.zeeland.mi.us; citymanager@cityofwakefield.org
Other Entities
KEVIN.VANOIRSCHOT@cmsenergy.com; tking@wpsci.com;
kadarkwa@Itctransco.com; kfreiman@atcllc.com; handrew@atcllc.com;
mseymour@misoenergy.org; cclark@misoenergy.org; evelyn.robinson@pjm.com;
dsanta@ingaa.org; medwards@ingaa.org; rstrong@clarkhill.com;
emcdonough@michiganoilandgas.org; derek@kdafirm.com; jsmall@misoenergy.org;
tjandrews@envlaw.com; bbrandenburg@clarkhill.com; anne.uitvlugt@cmsenergy.com;

megan.irving@dteenergy.com; twaters@fraserlawfirm.com; tanya@gomega.com;
snitchlert@api.com

